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Abstract. Network graphs have long formed a widely adapted and acknowl-
edged practice for the representation of inter- and intra-dependent information
streams. Nowadays, they are largely attracting the interest of the research
community mainly due to the vastly growing amount (size & complexity) of
semantically dependent data produced world-wide as a result of the rapid
expansion of data sources.

In this context, the efficient processing of the big amounts of information,
also known as Big Data forms a major challenge for both the research com-
munity and a wide variety of industrial sectors, involving security, health and
financial applications.

In order to address these needs the current presentation describes a propri-
etary platform built upon state-of-the-art algorithms that are combined to
implement a top-down approach for the facilitation of Data & Graph Mining
processes, like behavioral clustering, interactive visualizations, etc.

The applicability of this platform has been validated on a series of distinct
real-world use cases that involve large amounts of intra-exchanged information
and can be thus help as characteristic examples of modern Big Data problems. In
particular, they refer to (i) DoS attacks in a real-world mobile networks and
(ii) early event detection in social media communities, (iii) traffic management
and (iv) DNA sequences analysis.

In all these cases, the large volumes of data are addressed via a Data Min-
imization approach that starts with an aggregated overview of network at its
whole, and gradually the focus is put on smaller data subsets (i.e. approach upon
successive levels of abstraction). In parallel, insights on the network’s opera-
tions are allowed through the detection of behavioral patterns. Similarly, a
dynamic hypothesis formulator and the corresponding backend solver can
subsequently be exploited through graph traversing and pattern mining. This
way, an analyst is provided with the appropriate equipment to set and verify
concrete hypotheses through simulation and extract useful conclusions.
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